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2019/40 

MARDEN PARISH COUNCIL   
   

Minutes of the extra meeting of the Parish Council held on 
Monday 30 September 2019 at 19.45 at Marden Community Centre 

   
Present: Cllrs David Bennett (Chair), Kate Ryan, Richard Paske, Mike Blake, Robin Brook and Rod Lees.  
   
In Attendance: Parish Clerk Alison Sutton; and 11 members of the public.    
  
1. Apologies for absence – Ward Cllr Kema Guthrie; Cllrs Pat Meredith, Paula Barrett and Emma Garlick. 
 
2. Declarations of interest – None. 

 
3. Timeline for Judicial Review Process – The timeline was shown, as attached. 
 
4. Public Forum –   

4.1. Local Residents – Question and Answer session to Chair – Questions were asked and answers 
given as follows: 
Question (Q) – Did barrister and planning consultant say would not charge for their services and 
at what point; Answer (A) – Yes, shown on timeline, stated on 22.2.2018, after initial assessment 
of whether grounds to go forward, neither barrister nor planning consultant charged beyond that 
point.  
Q – Are there any charges outstanding from other sources as of today; A – Only a couple of 
hours for Clerk not yet claimed but included in the timeline figure.  
Q – Does Salary and Expenses include all extra meetings’ hours; A – Yes. 
Q – How much did Vauld Group spend; A – Unknown but quite a lot of money. 
Q – Did parish council (PC) use Vauld Group’s information; A – Yes, via planning consultant, 
many of group attended meetings. 
Q – They did not anywhere; A – PC employed a barrister not just consultant’s view, prepared 
document of grounds for case. Judicial Review has to be granted. Case put before very senior 
judge, very clear on how powerful 2 items put forward were, clearly worth arguing. 
Q – What percentage of winning, 50/50; A – Nobody gives a percentage. 
Q – In your own minds, lot of money if lost; A – At that point £7-10,000 not £30,000; given that 
very senior judge said yes grounds to go to Judicial Review, good case to take, not going to say 
PC win it, have to go to court. PC assessment was to proceed. 
Q – Judicial Review examines process not necessarily decision, obviously if process wrong 
decision questioned, was challenge to Herefordshire considered by PC; A – Advised only way to 
challenge was ask for Judicial Review. Judge could have said no case for Judicial Review but 
said yes was a case. During 2 day Judicial Review planning decisions back to 2005 examined, 
process and decisions in past and recent, examined with fine-toothed comb 
Q – At any stage did Herefordshire Council offer olive branch to pull out and advise that not 
going to win; A – On couple of occasions asked if PC wanted to stop, just as on couple of 
occasions PC asked them if wanted to stop. No olive branch other than writing to PC. 
Q – Herefordshire said not going to win and offered olive branch to stop before bill gets out of 
hand; A – Herefordshire unable to say not going to win. Offer on both sides at different times 
during case, when barrister said PC had grounds and when judge granted Judicial Review PC 
went to Herefordshire with offer to withdraw given that strong arguable case. Just before PC lost, 
Herefordshire asked PC if would like to withdraw. 
Q – During local elections, people said didn’t understand why Marden PC taking on 
Herefordshire, when wouldn’t speak up against mast, which people felt very strongly against and 
PC was passive;  A – This meeting about Judicial Review not about mast, so thank you very 
much.                  
Q – The Vauld Action Group, who are they; A – PC cannot give names due to GDPR. 
Q – When parishioner wanted to go onto PC, had to get 10 signatures and someone called for 
names to be mentioned who had signed it and called election; A – Those names in public 
domain on Herefordshire Council’s election website. 
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Q – Slide said confidential meetings from 15 July as Herefordshire Council looking at website; A 
– Yes, all minutes and agendas on our public website. 
Q – Prior to that public asked to leave meeting for Judicial Review discussions; A – No, all public 
up to that point. 
Q – I think before July was asked to leave, didn’t think information was on parish website prior to 
that; A – All public meetings on website, from when started to after lost case, public meetings 
anybody entitled to attend. When apparent and obvious Herefordshire Council reading website 
and using to their advantage, PC started to hold meetings without public. PC wanted to be 
transparent about process, no desire or intention to exclude public. 
Q – Mentioned earlier that fair chance PC would win Judicial Review. Would have been prudent 
at that point to have ascertained what cost would be if lost Judicial Review and put to 
parishioners, if win all well and good but if don’t will cost X amount, so could have said 
collectively yes carry on or no too much money; A – 2 elements. At every stage PC tried to 
produce realistic estimate of future costs and based decisions on best knowledge at that time, 
always aware of what thought costs would be and what in council’s reserve and moved forward 
on that. In terms of parishioner voting/support, question arose at very beginning, but after 
process started, timeline did not allow, could not go to parishioners, vote, come back, even if 
appropriate thing to do, would not have been possible. 
Q – Lot of people unaware of whole process and some quite alarmed about amount of money 
and wonder what reserves are now and how much precept go up yet again; A – PC appreciates 
this, precept will not go up because of this. 
Q – It’ll go up because of community hall; A – Not yet approved but intention is not to put precept 
up any more and certainly not to pay for this. 
Q – Didn’t PC think it was high risk, doesn’t involve many people, in middle of nowhere. I know 
was split between councillors about whether take it on, a lot of people don’t understand; A – PC 
understands many people feel that way. PC presented with request from particular group of 
parishioners from one particular area of parish, parish council represents whole of parish not just 
village. Asked legitimate question and almost whole of Vauld area involved in request. PC 
looked and decided to proceed, with caution and relatively low amount of money to get involved, 
barrister said PC had grounds, grounds went to judge who said PC had grounds. Hindsight can 
say high risk, we lost. At time PC decided risk worth taking, based on information. Hindsight a 
wonderful thing, learnt from process. PC took expert advice from expert people. 
Q – With hindsight, 2 applications on site, not justified but been passed. Sends message. Can’t 
predict future but will be another application in few years’ time, predict no way planning refuse 
application. 
Q – Where is site; A – Road to Bodenham, just before solar farm, 2 entrances side by side, site 
has caravans, 2 statics, others and cars. 
Q – Herefordshire under quota and huge pressure to grant these sites, therefore when site 
comes up jump in to meet quota. Going to state now that PC bunch of volunteers trying to do  
tough job, sorry if sounds critical but lot of money and if lessons learnt then that’s great. Had  
Vauld Group done or PC thought about appealing process; A – Unable to appeal. Legally only 
person who can appeal planning decision is applicant. Only thing PC can do is Judicial Review. 
Q – If only thing is Judicial Review, rely totally on court deciding whether Herefordshire Council 
acted illegally outside set down parameters. How did people PC employed come to conclusion  
based on comments and confusion here; A – Documents back to 2005 examined by everybody 
and Judge Garnham, who gave permission to go to Judicial Review, is expert planning judge 
and felt very strong case. Unfortunately, judge that sat and made decision not a planning judge 
and didn’t understand lot of points. Issue around whether 2005/2006 permissions given to 
individual/some of their family or to the land. Whole argument was PC believed because 
condition was very specific that to people, not to the land.  Condition 2 of the original permission 
in 2005, ‘this permission shall enure (in other words be for) the benefit of Mr X and Mrs X only 
and not for the benefit of the land or any other persons interested in the land.’ 2006 ‘this 
permission shall enure the benefit of Mr Y and Mrs Y only and not for the benefit of the land or 
any other persons interested in the land.’ Given that condition, would not have expected 
approval and was one of 2 main reasons PC went forward. More context, application originally 
meant for Planning Committee December 2017, Officer’s report had so many inaccuracies  
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challenged by planning consultant on behalf of Vauld Action Group that report withdrawn and 
eventually to Planning Committee on 17 January. By which time reasons given by Officer that 
application should be supported had changed, one of the big arguments how can suddenly 
change. Committee had difficulty understanding because of it. See by abstentions, 5-5 vote and 
only Chairman’s casting vote, very close. Comments in italics in handout from transcript of 
planning meeting, they said themselves ‘I’m just slightly confused … I do not know which way to 
vote because of the conflicting advice in the officer report.’ This why advice from barrister that 
PC had grounds and reason Judicial Review allowed. Re comment that Herefordshire bound to 
give this, under pressure to give traveller sites recognition. Part of complication because 
Herefordshire in middle of detailed review as part of Core Strategy. Review had designated 
sites, when approved PC understanding at start, if not all way through, was space for travellers 
on sites at Leominster. Issue was how received as a site, for a named family or as land itself, 
which as you say in a few years’ time they’ll extend. Another important reason why PC tried to 
fight it. 
Q – Don’t you think they have to live somewhere, if not here push them somewhere else and not 
exactly in village, on fringe closer to Bodenham than Marden;  A – Yes absolutely right, but area 
in parish, parish boundary is parish boundary. Conflicting aspects overall, debate whether one of 
people who going to live there was traveller, had sites in number of locations already, lot of 
discussion around different things. 
Q – That they’re there is not problem, it’s what going to do there; A – Application had sites for 
caravans and static caravans that wouldn’t physically fit on plot. Drawings were badly drawn. 
With day room as well. 
Q – Also compare it to how Hereford treats housing, at least 3 cases in parish where 
applications refused because in countryside, exactly same as this; A – And have been 
applications where people own large plot of land and want their children to live there and  been 
refused, not equitable. 
Q – Wonder what PC would do if similar issue occurred again; A – Certainly learnt lot of lessons 
from this case. But would be for council at time to consider specific case, just to say PC never do 
it again would be wrong. Lessons learnt maybe stop PC going forward, but wrong to say never 
do it. 
Q – High risk when involves so few people, in the Vauld very many little houses and huge risk to 
take. In Marden village lot more people and mast involved lot more people and down there  
hardly anybody there who it affects. 
Q – One of arguments was that people not allowed to build in the Vauld because it’s 
countryside, so same argument that not allowed to build though travellers can.  
Q – How has exercise damaged relationship between parish council and parish; A – Honest 
answer, very difficult to tell, no written complaint. All meetings, apart from last 2 related to 
discussions about amount to be paid, were public and first few only people who came, apart 
from one from site in question, were from the Vauld. No parishioner came to meeting and raised 
it, very difficult for PC to know. It’s democracy, people can come to any meeting and raise issue, 
could have done all along. 
Q – Have any of you individually had that sort of observation; A – Not to me no. 
Q – From local elections, people not enthralled by parish council, it’s waste of time, you’re losing 
contact; A – If you go around parish councils, get as many people turn up at monthly meeting as 
many other PCs. Trying to answer question, if people don’t feed back to councillors or Clerk very  
difficult to know. Some people say was a silly thing to do, many people say well it turned out 
badly but was right thing to do. Everybody has view, sometimes for, sometimes against. PC had 
to make decision, PC made decision and went through process, but genuinely think PC looked 
at all things, certainly analysed lot of things. At times PC had bad rub of the green, had 
misinformation given to us and ended up where we are. Easy to say should never have started 
when you lose, when win it’s wonderful. 
Q – Wasn’t it naïve to see £54/hr from a solicitor, everybody knows it’s £200 now; A – But if it’s 
written piece of paper from Herefordshire? 
Q – If written can’t PC hold them to account; A – We tried. Another thing to learn, it doesn’t 
matter what council says it is, if it wasn’t. Had example of similar case with different subject 
matter against Herefordshire Council and they charged £54 per hr. So if look at past, no reason 
to dispute it. If you looked at other cases, ranged from £160 to £240. PC given information, took  
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that information and in hindsight was bad and wrong. PC still believes was something that we 
needed to address and take on. How far go in process, learnt lessons about that and things to 
look at if it ever happened again, may well take different decisions. The Clerk, myself (Chair) and 
Vice Chair putting together list of lessons learned, once shared with whole PC and have list 
agreed, intend to put on website. 
Q – PC certainly caught with these costs you didn’t know about, strengthens my view about 
councils and solicitors; A – 2 things, one was that and other was senior planning judge who 
sends it to Judicial Review and end up with judge who knows nothing about planning and is 
being instructed by 2 barristers on planning law, so he’s interpreting what told not what he’s 
knowledgeable about. None of it takes away that PC ended up where we are and there were 
times that needed to consider it better, but it’s always in hindsight. 
Q – How much in pot at moment; A – You mean reserves, about £10,000. 
Q – One query, budget sheet has line for Judicial Review but nothing either allocated to it or 
spent; A – It will have when September sheet is adopted at October meeting. Has in previous 
years. This year will be in next meeting’s approved minutes. 
Q – Nothing in accounts for September 2018 for what spent; A – £2,937.51 for 2017-18, but  
nothing for 2018-19. Nothing for salary and expenses as all on Clerk’s salary and expenses line 
not separated out, but over next page is analysis for legal work for 2018-19 with running total of 
£221.21. Clerk will check as not sure which month started putting budget sheet online with  
adopted minutes.  
 
Other matter – S&A not covering soil in trailers, black plastic lost from overfull loads – AGREED 
to add to S&A Liaison Group meeting. 

 
5. Matters for next agenda or for Clerk’s action under delegated authority – None. 

 

6. Date of next meetings – Monday 14 October at 19.30. 
 
 
                          This meeting was declared closed at 21.00.   

   
   
SIGNED:                                                                                              DATE:   
                                     Marden Chair     


